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BELLE - 12v Adjustable Large Spreadlight

- Belle - Brass - LCBR-BELB
- Belle - Copper - LCBR-BELC

LIST PRICE £55.00

'Belle' (Brass)

The Charleston 'Belle' is a 12v Garden Spreadlight with a unique 'bell' shade. A secure serrated brass clamp joint enables the head to be adjusted and angled in various directions, ideal as a path light or for lighting areas of planting. There is a choice of solid brass with a brushed bronze finish, or natural copper with solid brass detail. These materials blend into garden environments effectively, with natural copper or brass weathering over time with subtle, beautiful results. The underside of the shade has a white powder coated finish which acts as a reflector. This feature and the clear domed diffuser enhance the light emitted, directing all light downwards and outwards. A four fin polycarbonate ground spike with anchor is supplied as standard with the fitting for easy mounting into soft ground, although our Charleston Brass Spike could also be used if preferred.

FLORA - 12v Adjustable Spreadlight

- Flora - Brass - LCBR-FLRB
- Flora - Copper - LCBR-FLRC

LIST PRICE £45.00

'Flora' (Copper)

The 'Charleston Flora' is a high quality 12v Spreadlight available in a high-end solid brass rustic bronze finish or in natural copper. The elegant 'swan' shaped curved neck, 'shade' and stem of the Flora makes it ideal for lighting areas of low planting or to spread light onto features and plants at a low level. Both 'Flora' designs have a subtle traditional aesthetic that will complement the natural shades and tones of the garden fantastically. The underside of the shade has a white powder coated finish which acts as a reflector to enhance the light emitted. This also helps the light to be directed downwards and outwards - a spreadlight is really a floodlight that is reflected downwards over a specific area. A robust four fin polycarbonate ground spike with anchor is supplied as standard for easy mounting into soft ground, although our Charleston Brass Spike could also be used if preferred.
The ‘Charleston Cobra’ 12v Brass Floodlight is ideal for subtly illuminating smaller areas of the garden or to uplight statues, plants or trees. Two designs are available one with frosted glass and one with a clear lens for different lighting effects. The head can be adjusted and angled in various positions through 180° by loosening and tightening the serrated clamp joint. It is designed to house a replaceable G4 Halogen bulb or LED Capsule, which is accessible by removing the face of the fitting. We recommend the use of a LED G4 as this will have a much longer life span than a halogen equivalent, and will also use less energy. Lumena G4 LED capsules will work with a normal 12v AC transformer so no need for a special DC LED driver. Inside the head is a highly polished reflector to maximise light output. A robust polycarbonate ground spike is supplied but other mounting options are available such as the Charleston Brass base (pictured) or solid brass spike.
**PATHOLITE - 12v Adjustable Garden Light**

- **Patholite - LLPTH**

  The stylish 'Patholite' is a 12v Spreadlight that uses a single polycarbonate ground spike to keep it firmly secured into soft ground. It has a "real outdoors" style with a green finish that's great for blending in with a range of environments in the garden. The Patholite is supplied complete with two interchangeable poles; 75mm and 280mm, which means that it is suitable for use in areas of tall planting or low planting, or as a path light. The lamp is surrounded by a frosted lens, accessed via a simple to remove lid, secured with 3 screws, for easy replacement. The ideal budget path light for great looking garden lighting.

- **12v LED G4 Capsule - 4.2w - (See Page 7)**

  - Materials: Aluminium / Polycarbonate
  - Voltage: 12v
  - IP Rating: IP54
  - G4 or MR11 Lamp Fitting
  - Two interchangeable poles included
  - Max Wattage 20w
  - Cable Included:
    - 2 Core 0.75mm² H05RR-F Cable (2m)
    - Ground Spike Included (220 x 50mm)

  This omni-directional 4.2w LED G4 capsule uses 18 LED pads located evenly to provide an even 360° light. It is ideal for replacing 12v halogen G4 bulbs in 12 volt garden lights, lasting a lot longer and reducing the amount of energy consumed, in turn saving money on both maintenance and electricity bills. This highly effective, low energy 12v LED capsule is available in warm white or daylight white and is one of the brightest of its kind to be found on the market today. Unlike many other LED G4 capsules, the Lumena G4 does not need a special DC LED Driver [ transformer]. It will work with a normal 12v A/C transformer as used for 12v Halogen bulbs, so there is no need to go to the extra trouble of buying a special LED driver. It will of course operate from a dedicated DC LED driver if one is already in use. Please note that an LED driver is simply an electronic transformer. Please note: this LED G4 is considerably brighter than most others on the market which are usually around 2w.

---

**LIST PRICE**

**£20.00**

**LIST PRICE**

**£10.00**

---

**H05RR-F2 0.75mm² & 1.50mm² Rubber Cable is now available; ideal for use with Lumena 12V LED garden lights, transformers and junction boxes. The smaller 0.75mm² 2 core cable is suitable for smaller runs of 12v cable, e.g. lighting decking areas, whereas the larger 1.50mm² can be used for longer runs of lights with heavier loads. All Lumena 12v lighting is either supplied or can be used with LED lamps. LEDs use a lot less energy than halogen equivalents, therefore slightly longer runs of cable can be used compared to the same total wattage of halogen lights, and larger cables of 2.5mm² or 4mm² are rarely required.**

**2 CORE 12v RUBBER CABLE**

- **100m REEL 1.5mm² = £109.00**
- **50m REEL 1.5mm² = £55.00**
- **25m REEL 1.5mm² = £28.00**
- **100m REEL 0.75mm² = £97.00**
- **50m REEL 0.75mm² = £49.00**
- **25m REEL 0.75mm² = £25.00**

---

**12v LED G4 CAPSULE - 4.2w - Warm White & Daylight White**

- **LLG4LEDW-12v (Warm White)**
  - 12v LED Capsule - 4.2w
  - 9 - 18v AC / 9-28v DC
  - Warm White - 3200k - 220 Lumens
  - Cool White - 4500k - 230 Lumens
  - 2 x round pins (4mm apart)
  - Average life over 30,000 hours
  - Equivalent to 25w halogen
  - Dimensions: 36mm x 18mm

- **LG4LED12v (Cool White)**
  - **LIST PRICE**
  - **£10.00**
The ‘Smartflood’ is an elegant, adjustable circular 80mm diameter LED floodlight. Available in 12v and 240v mains options, the ‘Smartflood’ is highly versatile and can be used for any application. The built in warm white 9w LED panel (3 x 3w LEDs) emits a strong light equivalent to around 90w ideal to illuminate outdoor focal points such as statues, water features, house facades, trees and other outdoor features. Its high waterproof IP65 rating makes it totally durable for exterior use. The unique copper-like anodised finish blends in naturally with garden surroundings and makes the ‘Smartflood’ a stunning garden light with a classic aesthetic. It can be fixed into the ground using the stainless steel tubular spike supplied or can be mounted directly on to decking or walls using the built in aluminium bracket. For instant coloured lighting effects, our 50mm dichroic lenses will fit into the ‘Smartflood’. Simply unscrew the head, remove the spring clip and place the coloured lens on the existing LED panel.

- **Materials:** Anodised Aluminium
- **Strong, tempered glass diffuser**
- **Voltage:** 12v & 240v Versions Available
- **Built in 9w LED (3 x 3w LED)**
- **Warm white 3000k • 750 Lumens**
- **Average Life 30,000 hours**
- **IP Rating: IP65**
- **Dimensions of main body: 80mm x 80mm x 80mm**
- **Large Tubular Stainless Steel Ground Spike Included (300mm x 20mm)**
- **Cable Included : 2 Core (12v) or 3 Core (240v) 0.75mm H05RN-F Cable (2m)**
FOCALED - Stainless Steel LED Recessed Step / Wall Light

- Materials: Stainless Steel / Durable Plastic Casing
- Voltage: 12v & 240v Versions Available
- Built in 3w LED (1 x 3w LED)
- Warm white 3000K
- 210 Lumens
- Beam Angle 25°
- Average Life 30,000 hours
- IP Rating: IP65
- Dimensions of main body: 90mm x 70mm x 70mm
- Short length of cable included: 2 Core (12v) or 3 Core (240v) 0.75mm H05RN-F

The ‘FocaLED’ is a contemporary, circular 70mm diameter recessed LED light. 12v and 240v options are available with a short length of 2 core (12v) or 3 Core (240v) cable. Manufactured from aluminium with a stainless steel bezel, it has a durable plastic casing for recessed installation and an impressive IP65 rating. Two rubber ‘O’-rings form a tight waterproof seal between the casing and the aluminium body. There is a built-in 3w LED in warm white (3000K) equivalent to around 30w, with a lifespan of approximately 30,000 hours. Attractive lighting effects can be achieved by using the ‘FocaLED’ in solid surfaces around the garden, ‘focusing’ the light in any direction at a beam angle of 25°.

FOCALED 12v - LLFCLED-12V
FOCALED 240v - LLFCLED-240V

LIST PRICE
£45.00
4 NEW STELLUS ORBIT WALL LIGHTS!

ORBIT - Stainless Steel Wall Lights

- Orbit WL PC (Photocell ES/E27) - LLSS201
- Orbit LED WL PC (Photocell LED) - LLSS203

The ‘Orbit’ instantly modernises any outdoor area with its distinctive arched arm and contemporary shade. A mirrored reflector on the underside of the shade and a clear polycarbonate diffuser ensure the fitting emits an impressive light in a downwards direction around 360°. Four different Stellus ‘Orbit’ Outdoor Wall Lights are available. Two standard wall lights are available, and two photocell dusk to dawn lights. One of each has an ES / E27 bulb holder and one of each has a built in 6W LED Panel.

- Materials: Stainless Steel, Polycarbonate Diffuser
- Voltage: 220 - 240v
- IP Rating: IP44
- Dimensions: 320 x 240 x 290 mm (L x W x H)
- ES/E27 Lamp Fitting - Max Wattage 15w Energy Saving Bulb
- LED Version: 12x Samsung LEDs (in-built)
- Wattage: 6W (12x 0.5W LEDs)
- Colour Temperature: Warm White (3000K)
- Lumens Output: 360 lumens (12 x 30 lumens)
- Guarantee: 2 Years

DEKORA - Traditional Wall & Pedestal Lights

- Dekora Wall Lantern - LLDEKWL
- Dekora Wall Lantern w/Photocell - LLDEKWL-PC
- Dekora Pedestal Lantern - LLDEKPD
- Dekora Pedestal w/Photocell - LLDEKPD-PC

The ‘Dekora’ lanterns are highly decorative, traditionally styled lights made from aluminium, with eight clear glass lenses, ornate detail and a smart black finish. The rounded octagonal appearance and textured detail make the ‘Dekora’ a great choice for mounting either side of an entrance, or on walls where a feature lantern is required. Both the wall light and the pedestal lantern are available with a Photocell dusk to dawn sensor.

- Materials: Aluminium, 8 x Glass Panels
- Voltage: 220 - 240v
- IP Rating: IP43
- Dimensions: 250 x 200 x 480 mm (L x W x H)
- ES/E27 Lamp Fitting
- Recommended Lamp: Lumena 11W / 15W Energy Saving GLS (ES)
- Max Wattage 100w
- Fixing Screws Included
- Photocell Versions Available
The ‘Regent’ is a traditional style PIR Motion Sensor security light made from aluminium and available in a graphite black or white finish. Decorative, durable and well-made, the ‘Regent’ is ideal for the front of the house or either side of a garage and is also an inexpensive way to maximize security. The PIR sensor is fully adjustable, with two simple dials which can increase / decrease the amount of time the light stays illuminated and the light sensitivity of the PIR.

**REGENT - Outdoor Wall Light with PIR Motion Sensor**

- **Regent Black - LLRGBS**
- **Regent White - LLRGWS**

The ‘Regent’ is a traditional style PIR Motion Sensor security light made from aluminium and available in a graphite black or white finish. Decorative, durable and well-made, the ‘Regent’ is ideal for the front of the house or either side of a garage and is also an inexpensive way to maximize security. The PIR sensor is fully adjustable, with two simple dials which can increase / decrease the amount of time the light stays illuminated and the light sensitivity of the PIR.

**FALIRITE - Traditional Half Lanterns**

- **Fairlite White - LLFLW**
- **Fairlite Black - LLFLB**

The ‘Fairlite’ is a classic, durable outdoor half lantern with a high IP54 rating, and is ideally suited for outside use. It is available in a stylish matt black or white finish with a small amount of simple but elegant detail to the body. Three glass faces are supported by black, aluminium struts, with a white inner backing plate acting as a reflector maximising light output in a 180° arc.

**240v LED CANDLE BULBS - 3w - Warm White**

- **LLCANE3W-LED**
- **LLCANC3W-LED**
- **LLCANSE3W-LED**

High quality Lumena 3w LED Candle Bulbs come in 3 different bases and contain reliable, highly renowned EPISTAR LEDs. They are ‘retrofit’, so can be fitted into existing 240v sockets with the corresponding base. All of the LED candle bulbs are warm white (3000K), ideal for a cozy, homely glow. With a life span of approx. 30,000 hours they last at least 9 times as long, and consume less than a quarter of the power as a normal filament bulb. This means much less maintenance with bulb changing throughout the lifetime of the lamp. If used for 5 hours a day, they will last approximately 15 years.